The State-Of-The-Art In Probabilistic Risk Analysis And
Decision Strategy For Complex Long-Term Projects
• Creates a single integrated model that simulates all relationships
    and risk sources over the project lifespan
• Identifies, quantifies and analyzes all uncertainties and
    consequences affecting project success or failure
• Incorporates risk assessment into the financial decision process
• Represents uncertainty in stochastic processes, parameters
    and future or uncertain events explicitly
• Simulates uncertainty in “soft” elements such a political actions, public
    acceptance, stakeholder reactions and regulatory outcomes
• Assesses likelihood of occurrence and probable consequences
• Indicates interdependencies automatically
• Facilitates the reuse and sharing of modeling across an organization
• Identifies and develops appropriate prioritization and mitigation strategies
• Provides an easily understood communication tool for gaining
    financial, regulatory, political and public support
• Instantly responsive to high-level “what if” questions
• Links all related findings and documents in support and defense of decisions
• Moves from a risk assessment to a project management tool as the project
   moves past the decision process into project implementation
• Results in significant project cost savings
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Clarify Decisions.
Manage Risk.

Bringing Clarity To
Decision-Making
For Complex,
High-Risk Projects

Project Decisions Are Getting Tougher With
Increased Complexity And Multiplied Uncertainties

Risk-Informed Decision-Making Thrives On Clear,
Defensible Information That Is Easily Communicated

Decisions regarding capital investment in large, long-term projects can be very risky due to
broad uncertainties that extend far beyond the obvious issues. As strategic decision support
specialists, Predicus guides a state-of-the-art probabilistic risk analysis process that uniquely
enhances executive-level decision-making.

Predicus delivers a comprehensive understanding of risk, free of bias and naïveté. Modeling of
probable outcomes is quantitative, holistic and detailed and quickly responsive to input changes in
real time. Combining industry and risk analysis expertise with superior tools, our process results in
significant time and cost savings for our clients.  

Setting the standard for contemporary due diligence

Revealing comprehensive risk assessment and mitigation strategies with unrivaled clarity, Predicus
elicitation, modeling and simulation become indispensable to management—from initial investment
decision support to the management of complex projects over their entire lifespan.

Predicus facilitates an a rigorous approach to manage uncertainty and risk in executive-level
decision-making and project management. Going far beyond traditional IRR and NPV analysis,
our process not only reveals but also quantifies the full consequences of investment and
management decisions.

Moving decision support beyond spreadsheets and bias
The probability and impact of critical “soft events” are often
overlooked or inadequately assessed, particularly when
risk perspectives are evaluated within the complexities and
confines of a spreadsheet. Further challenging is the fact that
most engineers, estimators, developers and entrepreneurs
are either too optimistic or reluctant to admit their
uncertainties.

Bringing new and invaluable insights into
project risk and risk mitigation
While some probabilities are derived from statistics, truly
effective decision strategies include a broader range of
issues that are quantified and tempered by unbiased expert
opinion. Predicus simulates the impact of all forms of risk,
identifies mitigation strategies, and delivers the decisionmaking framework that supports management over the
entire project life cycle.

The Predicus Process
Step 1: Definition

The Predicus Mission

• Define project goals through dialogue with client’s project team
• Define successful project outcomes and measures of success
• Assess availability of relevant and current data

Bring experienced
executives and technical
specialists together with
state-of-the-art simulation
technology to clarify the
most effective decision path
for management of large,
long-term projects that are
complicated by significant
uncertainties and complex
financing requirements.

• Assemble Predicus team expertise—purpose-built for the specific project

Step 2: Vision
• Conduct a Success Precedence Diagram (SPD) workshop led by the Predicus team to
    develop the project’s basic logic sequence
• Confirm vision of successful outcomes in collaboration with client personnel

Step 3: Elicitation
• Create the initial shell of the holistic project model based on SPD input
• Map areas of focus for Predicus expert elicitation process
• Conduct elicitation workshops in collaboration with client personnel in a technical,
    financial and political risk discovery process

Step 4: Modeling
• Develop a dynamic graphical project model based upon elicitation input and risk
     evaluations
• Assess probability of success for all project scenarios and options
• Determine potential benefits of reducing uncertainties that impact key project objectives

Step 5: Simulation
• Present simulations to client management—holistically and modularly
• Conduct interactive model refinements in collaboration with management
• Present the potential benefits of reducing specific uncertainties
• Evaluate and adjust mitigation strategies

